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Introduction
The theoretical industrial organization literature has suggested that "raising rival's costs" may be a profitable strategy in oligopoly. Raising-rival's-costs arguments are based on the simple fact that it is easier to compete with less efficient firms. If a firm's production costs are raised, it will reduce output and increase price, and the other firms in the market will benefit from this as they can increase their market shares and prices. It follows that firms may pursue strategies from which they do not benefit directly (e.g. through production efficiencies) but rather indirectly because a competitor's costs are affected negatively. Cost-raising strategies were first proposed by Scheffman [1983, 1987] and include boycott and other exclusionary behavior, advertising, R&D, and lobbying for standards and regulation.
Ordover, Saloner and Salop's [1990] , henceforth OSS [1990] , raising-rival's-cost paper has received particular attention because it sets out to establish a connection between vertical integration and foreclosure. 1 In OSS [1990] , foreclosure means that a vertically integrated firm withdraws from the input-good market, that is, it stops supplying the input to nonintegrated downstream firms. OSS [1990] argue that firms have an incentive to integrate vertically and engage to in such foreclosure because they gain from a raising-rival's-costs effect. The logic is that, when a vertically integrated firm forecloses, competition in the input-good market becomes weaker. The reduction in competition implies higher input costs for the nonintegrated downstream firms. Since the downstream unit of the integrated firm benefits when downstream rivals' costs are raised, the integrated firm is better off with the foreclosure strategy than when it actively competes. In other words, it pays for the integrated firm to forgo business in the input-good market and instead to gain because the downstream rivals become less competitive. Only a vertically integrated firm can pursue such a strategy profitably. It would not make sense for nonintegrated upstream firms to foreclose (they would simply lose money) nor would this strategy be feasible for nonintegrated downstream firms. it charges a very high price for the input), U 2 will increase its price above that before the merger and U 1-D1 will benefit from this price increase because D2's increased input costs ultimately improve U 1-D1 profits-this is the raising-rival's-cost effect.
Consumers
Researchers soon argued that there is a problem with this argument. Hart and Tirole [1990] and Reiffen [1992] pointed out that, even though foreclosure would be a profitable strategy for the integrated firm, it still has an incentive to compete in the input market.
The outcome OSS [1990] derive is therefore not a Nash equilibrium. To understand this argument, note that, given that the integrated firm withdraws from the input-good market and U 2 becomes a monopolist supplier of the input for D2, the integrated firm has an incentive to deviate. Rather than stay out of the input market, it will compete in order to gain the business with D2. U 2 will anticipate this and then the Nash equilibrium is the same both with and without vertical integration.
The problem with OSS [1990] is actually more subtle than the last paragraph (and the discussion in much of the literature) suggests. OSS [1990] assume that a vertical merger enables a firm to commit to not delivering to the downstream rival (D2 in Figure 1 ). When such commitment is available, there is no formal problem with the OSS [1990] argument and, indeed, the integrated firm will foreclose the market. In that case, the raising-rivals'-costs effect will result. However, Hart and Tirole's [1990] point is not whether commitment works but whether it will be available at all. They conclude that "commitment is unlikely to be believable" [Hart and Tirole, 1990 ].
The availability of commitment also concerns OSS [1992] , which is a reply to Reiffen's
[1992] comment. OSS [1992] show that their results hold when upstream firms bid for a nonintegrated downstream firm in a descending-price auction. Yet, to some extent, this merely circumvents the problem that the original analysis posed. In the descending-price auction, the integrated firm will drop out early in the auction, the input market will be monopolized by the non-integrated upstream firm and, hence, the outcome is as in OSS [1990] . Note that a deviation from this equilibrium is prevented by the rules of the auction.
By dropping out, the integrated firm commits itself not to compete. Whether the integrated firm can commit is still subject to debate. One interpretation of this quotation is that OSS [1992] suggest that their model may have predictive power even though their scenario cannot be supported in a Nash equilibrium. (It should be added that, as noted above, OSS [1992] propose the descending price auction where the foreclosure effect does occur in Nash equilibrium.)
The quotation from OSS [1992] may also suggest that there are actually two interpretations of the foreclosure notion. Foreclosure in a narrow sense can be said to occur when integrated firms refrain completely from supplying the input market. In OSS [1990] , the integrated firms charge a price above the monopoly price U 2 would choose-a strategy which is equivalent to the exit of the integrated firm from the input-good market. A broader interpretation of the term would be that integrated firms "behave differently" from nonintegrated firms, that is presumably charge higher prices, but they need not completely foreclose the hypothesis and the design of the experiments would not be suitable for doing so.
[1995]).
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The design of the experiments in this paper follows the distinctions between vertical integration and separation and between the static and the repeated game. The first two treatments allow markets where both firms are vertically separated to be compared to markets where one firm is vertically integrated under a random-matching scheme, such that incentives are as in a one-shot game. Treatments three and four make the same comparison with a fixed-matching scheme in order to allow for repeated-game effects. This yields a two-by-two treatment design with vertical integration and the matching scheme as treatment variables. There are three main experimental results. All three results hold with both random and fixed matching. Firstly, prices are significantly higher in markets where one firm is vertically integrated compared to those markets where both upstream firms are separated. Second, if one firm is integrated, the integrated firms' pricing behavior is less competitive than that of nonintegrated firms. Third, despite these anti-competitive effects, integrated firms only rarely completely foreclose the input market. That is, on the one hand, there is foreclosure in the broad sense of higher prices for the input, but, on the other hand, there is almost no evidence of foreclosure in the narrow sense.
5 It should be added that the experiments do not provide a formal test of these papers as the experimental design differs in various dimensions from the frameworks of the formal models.
As these results violate the Nash equilibrium prediction, an explanation for the findings is needed. It turns out the results are consistent with a quantal response equilibrium analysis of the game (McKelvey and Palfrey [1995] ). Quantal response equilibrium takes decision errors into account, so that players do not choose the best response with probability one but choose better choices more frequently. Quantal response equilibrium captures the fact that the vertical merger affects the payoff structure of the game. While this does not change the standard Nash prediction, it has an impact on the QRE outcomes.
Goeree and Holt [2001] have shown for several games that changes in the payoff structure that do not affect the Nash prediction can nevertheless have effects on the results of experiments. 6 More closely related to this paper, Capra et al. [2002] analyze experiments with price-setting duopolies in which the unique Nash equilibrium is the Bertrand outcome.
Competition, however, is not perfect because the market share of the high-price firm is larger than zero. For the setting of this paper, quantal response equilibrium implies that integrated firms do indeed price less competitively than nonintegrated ones. Integrated firms still compete in the input market (that is, there is no foreclosure in the narrow sense), but the broad 6 Goeree and Holt [2001] analyze ten simple one-shot games where the experimental data support the Nash equilibrium (the "treasure" treatments). For all ten games, they find an "intuitive contradiction"
which results from a change in the payoff structure that leaves the Nash prediction unchanged but drastically alters the experimental results. implication of the OSS model-that integration raises the price of the input-is consistent with the quantal response equilibrium generalization of Nash equilibrium.
Experimental Design
To clarify the scope of the experiment, it seems useful to start with a recapitulation of the moves of OSS's [1990] foreclosure game as it perceived in the literature (refer to Figure 1 for firms' labels again).
1. Firms U 1 and D1 decide whether to integrate.
2. Given the integration decision, U 1 (or U 1-D1) and U 2 simultaneously decide about upstream prices.
3. Knowing upstream prices (and therefore knowing their input costs), D1 and D2 simultaneously set downstream prices.
4. Consumers make purchasing decisions given downstream prices.
The second stage of the model is at the heart of the OSS [1990, 1992] papers and the debate around them, and the experiments are about this second stage only. It is at this point where OSS [1990] assume that integration enables a firm to commit to a high price or to stay out of the market whereas the subsequent literature assumes that no commitment is available.
The experiment follows the subsequent literature as pricing decisions are simultaneous moves without commitment.
The experiment abstracts from the other three stages in order to be as simple as possible.
The first stage is exogenously given in the experiment. There are experimental treatments with and without vertical integration, and integration is not a choice for the subjects. Neither the third nor the forth stages are present in the experiments, that is, downstream firms and final-good consumers were not represented by participants in the experiments. Instead, they are assumed to play according to Nash equilibrium. Downstream firms' and consumers' equilibrium behavior implies the payoffs tables that were given to the subjects.
How was this decision problem of the second stage implemented in the experiments? In all treatments, two subjects representing the two upstream firms have to make one single choice in every period, they simultaneously set an (upstream) price which has to be an integer between one to nine. The treatments (integration or separation) differ in the payoff table that is given to the subjects. These payoff tables are derived from a parametrized model (see Appendix). The tables are fully consistent with the analysis in OSS [1990] who indeed use the same parametrized model for some of their analysis.
In the treatments with vertical separation, the basis for the decision making is the profit The firm that charges the strictly lowest price will gain the profit in the "Bertrand profit" cells. 8 In the case of a tie, both firms get half that profit. In the instructions, this was illustrated with two examples, one of which read "If you charge a price of 7 and the other firm charges a price of 4, you will get zero and the other firm gets 81 pence". In the treatments with vertical integration, the two participants play the same Bertrand game 9 but the twist is that one subject (firm 1, the integrated firm) now makes an extra profit. In these treatments, the basis of decision making is the profit table reproduced in Table   8 In the instructions of the experiments, neutral labels were used instead of the terms "Bertrand" and "integrated firm" (instructions are available from the author upon request).
9 One general implication of vertical integration is that the downstream unit of the integrated firm no longer buys the input from the market but instead obtains it at marginal cost internally. This implies that 2. In addition to the "Bertrand profits" (with the rules of the game as above), there is the "additional profit" in Table 2 . This extra payoff represents the profit the downstream affiliate of the integrated firm earns. This row of the payoff table thus applies to integrated firms only. Consistent with the theory of OSS [1990] , the higher the price in the Bertrand game, the more "additional profit" the integrated firm earns-this is the raising-rival's-costs effect.
Thus, as it was put in the instructions, "it is the lowest of the two prices that determines the Note, once more, the commitment problem. Ideally, the integrated firm would want to commit to a price of 7 or higher, because the nonintegrated firm would then best respond by setting the monopoly price of 6. In that case, profits would be 132 for the integrated firm and 99 for the nonintegrated firm. However, this foreclosure strategy is not feasible without commitment, as the integrated firm can obtain 90 + 105 > 132 by deviating to a price of 5.
Thus, absent commitment, vertical integration may not make any difference at all (Hart and Tirole [1990] , Reiffen [1992] ).
The experimental markets were designed such that firms still make a positive profit when they both charge 1 (the Nash equilibrium price, derived below). The reason is that subjects the input market has a bigger volume with vertical separation (twice as big) and thus the "Bertrand profits"
in Table 1 should also be bigger without integration. However, as the experimental design needs to avoid possible wealth effects, the "Bertrand profits" are kept equal across treatments (see also Appendix).
might be biased against an action with zero profit (Dufwenberg et al. [2007] ). Consistent with the underlying theoretical model, the "additional profit" is larger than the one in the "Bertrand" row. This means that the integrated firm makes a larger profit than the nonintegrated firm even if it does not get any profit in the Bertrand game.
The two treatment variables are the vertical structure and the matching scheme. The treatments with and without vertical integration are labeled INTEG and SEPAR , respectively. Treatments where participants were randomly rematched in every period have the label RAND, and treatments where subjects repeatedly interacted in pairs of two (fixed matching) are labeled FIX. The treatments in Table 3 had a length of 15 periods. As a robustness check, additional sessions with a length of 25 periods were conducted for the treatments with random matching.
Below, these treatments are referred to as SEPAR RAND25 and INTEG RAND25. In all treatments, subjects knew the number of periods and the end period from the instructions.
Predictions
The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium prediction is the same for all treatments but it seems worthwhile to go through the four variants in detail separately.
In SEPAR RAND, both firms charge the lowest price of 1 in equilibrium (this is the standard Bertrand-Nash equilibrium). Equilibria where firms charge a higher price do not exist because firms have a strict incentive to undercut at any price larger than 1. Both firms earn 39/2 = 19.5 in equilibrium.
In INTEG RAND, the integrated firm would want to commit to a price larger than 6 but this is not a Nash equilibrium. As emphasized by Hart and Tirole [1990] and Reiffen [1992] , the unique Nash equilibrium has both firms choosing 1 also with vertical integration. In the equilibrium of this treatment, the nonintegrated firm earns 19.5 and the integrated firm earns 19.5 + 66 = 85.5.
In SEPAR FIX there is repeated interaction and it is well known that some collusion may occur. If so, the price of 6 would maximize joint profits. In any event, the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is for both firms to charge the price 1 just as in the RAND treatments, as follows from backward induction in the finitely repeated game.
In INTEG FIX, firms may collude by charging the same price. In that case, any price between 6 and 9 is Pareto efficient (from the firms' point of view). Vertical integration may also allow for another form of collusion where firms charge different prices and collude by coordinating on foreclosure (in the narrow sense). The integrated firms could set a price larger than 6 and the nonintegrated firm could set a price of, e.g., 6 . However, neither way of colluding is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, as follows from backward induction, and both firms choosing 1 is the subgame perfect Nash prediction once again.
Procedures
All treatments were run in sessions with 10 participants. Five participants acted as "firm 1"
(the integrated firm in INTEG treatments) and the other five participants acted as "firm 2".
These roles were fixed for the entire course of the experiment. In the SEPAR treatments, firms are symmetric but the "firm 1"-"firm 2" labels were nevertheless given in order to keep matching scheme and instructions comparable.
There were four sessions (each with ten participants) for treatment SEPAR RAND and also four for INTEG RAND. There was one session each for treatments SEPAR FIX and INTEG FIX. Having more sessions with random matching is motivated by the possibility of group effects within sessions under random matching.
Experiments were computerized, with the programming done in z-Tree, developed by Fischbacher [2007] . The treatments listed in Table 3 Tables 1 and   2 denote cash payments British pence. Subjects' average monetary earnings were £12.50, including a flat payment of £5 in the London sessions. In total, 140 subjects participated (100 in the main treatments plus 40 in the sessions with 25 periods, reported below in Section 6). Subjects were mainly undergraduate students and a large proportion of them were from faculties other than economics or business studies. Table 4 and Figures 2 and 3 summarize the results 10 The averages in Table 4 and most formal tests are based on data from periods 6 to 15. All results reported also hold qualitatively if the analysis is based on all periods or on periods 11 to 15. There are four entirely independent observations for the RAND treatments and five independent observations for the FIX treatments. The non-parametric tests applied here (in this case, Mann-Whitney U tests) conservatively only use these four and five observations, respectively. Figure   2 confirms this for the average prices in SEPAR RAND and INTEG RAND across the 15 periods and Table 4 shows that prices are about 36% higher with vertical integration. The significance of this result follows from a Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.021, see also Table 4 ).
Results
The top panel of Figure 3 indicates that there are some differences between the prices of integrated and nonintegrated firms in INTEG RAND. Averaging across periods 6 to 15, integrated firms' prices are about 8% higher with random matching. These differences are significant (one-sided matched-pairs Wilcoxon, p = 0.034) although quantitatively perhaps not particularly big. How about foreclosure in the narrow sense then? Strong evidence in favor of that would be if integrated firms charged a price higher than 6, as this would imply a complete withdrawal from the input market. Table 4 that there is only little evidence of such behavior, and a concrete search for these foreclosure outcomes confirms that they are rare. In INTEG RAND, only one of 20 subjects representing an integrated firm charged prices which deviated from the general pattern visible in Figure 2 . This subject charged prices of 7 and 8 from period 2 to 13 and clearly did not compete in the input market except for the last two periods. This can be interpreted as foreclosure behavior, narrowly defined. In total, however, only 29 of 300 observations (data from all periods) include prices of 7 or higher, and 12 of these cases are accounted for by the subject just mentioned. Looking at the five individual duopoly pairs in INTEG FIX yields further insights.
It is already clear from Figures 2 and 3 and the averages in
Duopoly #1 had both firms charging a collusive price of 6 in all periods except for the first two and the last three. Duopoly #2 priced competitively in the first and last third of the experiment and only in two outcomes in the middle of the experiment did the integrated firm charge high prices. Duopoly #3 colluded non-systematically. Sometimes, there was symmetric collusion, sometimes there were apparently competitive outcomes with either firm being the low-price firm. In duopoly #4, the integrated firm never charged a price lower than the rival, possibly suggesting a foreclosure strategy-but then, why did this firm not go all the way and set a price above 6? Finally, duopoly #5 started competitively and then colluded symmetrically at a price of 6. To summarize, there is not more evidence of foreclosure with fixed matching either. If firms collude successfully at all, they both tend to choose a price of 6 rather than have the integrated firm foreclose the input market. Table 5 : Number of observations when the integrated firm or the nonintegrated firm charged the lowest price, and number of ties.
Even if integrated firms do not charge prices higher than 6, it could still be that they do not compete and that they only rarely charge a lower price than nonintegrated firms as a result. Table 5 shows data on which type of firm turns out to be the low-price firm in the IN-TEG treatments (in periods 6-15). The table also lists the number of ties. Integrated firms charge the lowest price less frequently than nonintegrated firms both in INTEG RAND and INTEG FIX. These differences are significant according to binomial tests in INTEG RAND (p = 0.0625, one sided) and INTEG FIX (p = 0.03125, one sided). 12 However, while consistent with Result 1, they are quantitatively too minor to support the narrow foreclosure hypothesis.
Result 2: There is little evidence of foreclosure narrowly defined. Even though integrated firms are the low-price firm significantly less often, they still compete actively in the inputgood market.
Robustness Check: Games with 25 Periods
Both Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate a negative time trend in the data. In INTEG FIX, prices are stable except for an end-game effect in the last three periods. Regarding IN-TEG RAND and SEPAR RAND, however, it could be that both treatments converge to the Nash equilibrium price of 1 only at different rates. In that case, Result 1 would not be robust.
To check for the impact of the length of the horizon, additional sessions with a length of 25 periods were carried out in the spring of 2010 at the University of Duesseldorf. Specifically, there were 40 subjects participating in two sessions each for treatments SEPAR RAND25
and INTEG RAND25.
The data from treatments INTEG RAND25 and SEPAR RAND25 indicate that with 12 Integrated firms charge the lowest price less frequently than nonintegrated firms in all four (five) groups of INTEG RAND (INTEG FIX ). Accordingly, a binomial test rejects the null hypotheses of equal likelihood at a significance level of p = ( 1 /2) n , where n is the number of observations. a longer horizon the above results remain. 13 In periods 14 On the other hand, the differences are arguably quantitatively weak, and it is not clear how the effect of a vertical merger would carry over to a more complex setting in which other effects may confound the foreclosure effect.
Quantal Response Equilibrium Analysis
The results suggest that vertical integration has an impact. We saw that integrated firms charge significantly higher prices. This effect was sufficient to render less competitive the markets where vertical integration is present. While this confirms the OSS [1990] hypothesis in a broad sense, the lack of evidence for foreclosure rejects the narrow OSS prediction. How 13 Note that extending the length of the experiment is not without cost. The longer the horizon, the more the game may have aspects of a repeated game, despite the random matching scheme. (Subjects may simply recognize that they interact "many" times with the individual members of the group, even if each interaction is randomly determined). There is a tradeoff between the goal of a longer horizon and avoiding repeated-game effects.
14 Because only two (randomly rematched) sessions were conducted for each treatment of this robustness check, one cannot conduct the non-parametric tests applied above. However, the significance of the result in periods 16 to 25 can be explored by running t-tests on average prices. Counting each individual as one observation, one can establish a lower bound for the significance value at p < 0.001 (t = −4.40). With just one average price for each session, the result is weakly significant at p = 0.051 (one sided, t = −1.85).
can these results be accounted for?
In this section, it will be argued that the above findings are consistent with the quantalresponse equilibrium (QRE) analysis (McKelvey and Palfrey [1995] ) of the game. QRE is a generalization of Nash equilibrium that takes decision errors into account. Players do not always choose the best response with probability one but they do choose better choices more frequently. Because of this, changes in the payoff structure that do not affect the standard Nash prediction can still have an impact on the QRE outcome(s). In the model of this paper, vertical integration (compared to nonintegration) has exactly this impact. Therefore, QRE is a good candidate for explaining the results.
Consider the logit equilibrium variant of QRE. Firm i, i = 1, 2, believes that the other firm will choose price p k , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 9}, with probability ρ k i . Accordingly, firm i's expected profit from choosing price j is
where π i (p j , p k ) are the profits as in the Bertrand game of Table 1 (note that profit functions are not symmetric in the INTEG treatments). As mentioned above, firms choose better choices more frequently. In particular, choice probabilities, σ To summarize up to this point, whereas neither the static Nash equilibrium nor the foreclosure outcome organize the data in the RANDOM treatments well, QRE does. The qualitative predictions of QRE are confirmed. In particular, the QRE analysis is consistent with the finding that, although integrated firms charge somewhat higher prices, they do not completely refrain from competing in the input market.
What is the intuition behind the mechanics of the QRE analysis, and why can it explain treatment differences? As mentioned above, players do not play a best reply with certainty in QRE and prices higher than the Nash equilibrium price are played with positive probabilityhowever, this applies to both treatments with and without integration. The key difference vertical integration makes is that the integrated firm loses less profit when the rival undercuts its price. Therefore, integrated firms charge higher prices (in a probabilistic sense) and this also pushes up the prices of non-integrated firms in equilibrium (where expectations are correct), rendering the INTEG treatments less competitive. Put in terms of the foreclosure story, an integrated firm still has an incentive to compete (which confirms Hart and Tirole
[1990] and Reiffen [1992] ) but that this incentive is weaker than for a nonintegrated firm (which confirms OSS' broad foreclosure interpretation). • The predicted (expected) average QRE price in SEPAR RAND is 2.13, and the actual average turns out to be 1.81. In INTEG RAND, predicted average prices are 2.89 and 2.23 for the integrated and nonintegrated firm, respectively. Observed average prices of 2.96 and 2.71.
• The expected winning price (the minimum of the two prices) is predicted to be 1.30 in treatment SEPAR RAND and the actual average is exactly 1.30. In INTEG RAND the prediction is 1.57 and the average is 2.17 .
Whereas the broad magnitude of expected values corresponds to the actual values, it appears that the QRE prediction (given λ = 0.134) somewhat overestimates the differences between integrated and nonintegrated firms and underestimates the differences between the treatments' averages.
Note that QRE implies a distribution for the prices firms charge that differs between the treatments, given the estimate λ = 0.134. (By contrast, if firms merely made decision errors, a uniform distribution across prices would result in both treatments.) In SEPAR RAND, the QRE predicted and observed frequency of prices are as follows. Price of 1: 50% (QRE) and 55% (data); price of 2: 20% and 29%; prices larger than 2: 16% and 30%. The same numbers for INTEG RAND are like this. Price of 1: 32% (QRE) and 24% (data); price of 2:
28% and 27%; prices larger than 2: 40% and 50%. It appears that the QRE predicted and the observed distribution do not differ substantially. But, more importantly QRE, seems to capture the treatment differences rather well on basis of the same estimate for λ.
Conclusion
This paper contributes to the literature on vertical integration and raising rivals' cost with the use of a laboratory experiment. The experiments were designed to analyze the raisingrivals'-costs argument of Ordover, Saloner and Salop [1990] . In simple duopoly treatments (with random and fixed matching), the data show how the presence of an integrated firm affects market outcomes.
The experimental results support the hypothesis of Ordover, Saloner and Salop [1990] in that overall competition is reduced when one firm vertically integrates and, in markets where an integrated firm is present, it charges higher prices compared to nonintegrated firms. While . 17 In these experiments, subjects failed to achieve desirable outcomes when there was no formal commitment mechanism, and the same appears to be the case in this study.
Further investigating the commitment issue also seems promising for future research. For example, will firms commit if they are given the opportunity to do so? Likewise, will firms learn to commit if they are forced to do so over a transitory period? Further, one could and Sharma [2001] show that monopolies producing durable goods often fail to achieve full monopoly profits.
Similarly, in the experiments of Martin, Normann and Snyder [2001] , a firm loses its monopoly power when selling its product through multiple retailers.
imagine effects arising in a more complex environment that seem worth investigating. When both upstream and downstream competition are part of the experiment, how will this affect the firm that explicitly makes both upstream and downstream decisions, and how integrating previously separate firms influence pricing behavior?
We begin at the downstream level. Downstream firm Di's demand is q i (p i , p j ) = a − bp i + dp j ; i, j = 1, 2; i = j,
where p i and p j are the prices the downstream firms i and j set (i, j = 1, 2; i = j). Suppose downstream firm i purchases the input good at a linear price of c i per unit. As the D firms incur no other costs, they operate at constant marginal costs of c 1 and c 2 , respectively. Thus, at the downstream level, this is a standard Bertrand duopoly model with product differentiation and asymmetric cost. It is straightforward to solve for downstream Nash equilibrium prices
